The Problem: You know technology can help your business
scale, but don’t have the time, budget, technical knowledge
or full understanding of the marketplace to find, vet and
implement the best solutions.
NICK’S PERSPECTIVE
When you book a flight, do you go to every airline’s individual website to gather all the flight info? Of course
not, you go to Kayak or Expedia right? Why? Well very simply, those companies already have the info you
want from the Airlines and make it simple to understand all your options which ultimately allows you to make
an informed choice much faster than trying to do it individually. We provide the exact same experience, but
for technology procurement and deployment.

HOW THIS SHOWS UP IN YOUR BUSINESS
• Constant complaints from employees frustrated about
multiple systems in use
• Leadership team lacks reporting it needs to make
critical decisions
• IT department complains they are under-staffed and
under-budgeted
• Occasional or constant technology outages that halt
your business’ operations
• New Vendor/Solution implementations failing

HOW WE HELP
With a vendor portfolio of over 600 tech companies and a
team of subject-matter experts in a variety of technologies, we
help Business and IT Leaders be more efficient and successful
in their technology procurement and implementation.
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NICK’S CORE COMPETENCIES:
Strategic Planning – Create roadmaps that
leverage technology to drive your Company’s
Vision and Solutions
Solution Design – Ensure today’s project is
designed meet for your needs today and in
the future
Project Management and Budgeting – Hold
vendors accountable for delivering their
solutions on-time and within the budget

Our “Design First” approach allows us to create the solution to
solve your business’ challenge, then find the best vendors to
provide it rather than vendors fitting what you need into
“their box.”
Most importantly, we help create technology roadmaps across
all your systems to ensure everything works together,
providing a holistic alternative to traditional IT solutions that
look at each project individually.

NICK’S BIO
Nick is a native Phoenician and proud Arizona State University
alum, so it’s no surprise his favorite pro teams are the Phoenix
Suns and Arizona Cardinals. When he wants to unwind from
the tech-focused world, Nick enjoys golf, travel, fine dining,
writing music, or watching “weird” movies.

Learn more at www.prismfc.com

The Financial Team That Empowers You
Prism Financial Concepts is DBA of Prism Investment Management, Inc., an Investment Adviser registered with State(s) of Arizona, Texas and California.
All views, expressions, and opinions included in this communication are subject to change. This communication is not intended as an offer or
solicitation to buy, hold or sell any financial instrument or investment advisory services.

